
Spring 2010 SIS-DTN Meeting 
Portsmouth, VA, USA 

Meeting Notes 20100519 

1 Overview 
The SIS-DTN working group met for a day and a half during the Spring 2010 CCSDS meetings 

in Portsmouth, VA.  The main agenda items were to review the Green Book finalization, to 

review the proposed draft Red Books to bring the Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP) and the 

Bundle Protocol (BP) into CCSDS.  Materials from the meetings are available under the SIS-

DTN section of the CWE site here
1
. 

2 Review Green Book Finalization 
The Green Book has been revised to address comments from the CESG reviews and will be re-

presented to the secretariat for publication.  The working group reviewed the book, including the 

major changes resulting from CESG review: 

 Removal of one of the scenarios that is essentially a single spacecraft that can be well-

served by the current mechanisms (SLE/CSTS). 

 Addition of language to the effect that if a SM&C Message Abstraction Layer (MAL) 

binding to DTN were to be developed, that DTN should then support carriage of those 

PDUs. 

 Addition of text describing DTN requirements for storage / file system noting that DTN 

can function over a range of provided storage infrastructures, and that it can function with 

no persistent storage at all (such as if the storage is corrupted).  Use of a file system 

conforming to the SOIS File Access / Management specifications if available would seem 

like a good idea. 

 There was discussion of the revisions to what is now entitled the ‘Low-Level 

Commanding and Telemetry’ section.  The example and figure in that section contain 

useful information above and beyond the introductory text.  NASA objected to the picture 

in the low-level commanding section on the grounds that readers who look only at the 

pictures might think that using a file transfer protocol is the only way to move low-level 

commands through the network to the penultimate node.  This objection was not strong 

enough to require reworking the section, and since the SISG documents will also 

recommend a file transfer approach to delivering low-level data to/from the last-hop 

relay, it was decided to leave the text as-is. 

 

It was commented that there is a need for a document map to help readers identify the 

relationships among the various documents the SIS-DTN working group will be producing and 
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related documents within the IETF.  As a result, a version of Figure 1 will be included in the 

final version of the Green Book provided to the secretariat for publication.  The Magenta/Blue 

book(s) for BP over CCSDS Encapsulation packets as well as ‘example’ DTN configurations for 

the environments/configurations in the SISG (operations concept document?) below were 

identified at the CESG meeting following the SIS-DTN meetings. 
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Figure 1: Proposed SIS-DTN Document Map 

As soon as the document editor receives confirmation that the revised version addresses ESA’s 

concerns, the document will be re-submitted to the secretariat for publication. 

3 Presentation of Space Internetworking Strategy Group (SISG) 
Operations Concept 

A brief overview of the SISG Operations Concept document was presented to the SIS-DTN 

working group.  The understanding is that the SISG Operations Concept document will be 

presented to the IOAG, which will then turn to CCSDS to produce an architecture and supporting 

protocols to implement the operations concept. 

4 Presentation of ESA METERON Project 
An overview of the ESA METERON project was given.  METERON seeks to experiment with 

force-feedback mechanisms for controlling a planetary robot from orbit by controlling an Earth-

bound robot from the International Space Station.  As a component of this work, Delay Tolerant 

Networking (DTN) techniques will be used. 



5 Network Management Presentation 
One of the needed items for deploying DTN technologies that has been identified since the 

Berlin meeting is network management.  As part of the NASA DTN readiness task, several 

groups are working on network management, led by JHU/APL.  A presentation on network 

management issues and techniques was made. 

 

7
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Figure 2: Proposed Network Management Implementation Architecture 

6 Blue Book Format Discussions 
There was a discussion of the format of the SIS-DTN specifications, especially those that are 

derived from existing Internet RFCs.  The IRTF working group chairs and the authors of the 

RFCs had voiced the opinion prior to the meetings that ‘re-writing’ the RFCs in CCSDS format 

posed the danger that someone coming later and wishing to modify/update the CCSDS document 

could have difficulty determining which text was strongly derived (or copied) from the RFCs and 

which was added by CCSDS to support space-specific application.  This could lead to 

unintended breakage of interoperability between the CCSDS and terrestrial versions. 

 

The CCSDS secretariat favors a format whereby the Internet RFC is referenced (normatively) 

from the CCSDS document, and any differences from the ‘base’ protocol as specified in the RFC 

are included in the normative portion of the CCSDS document.  This would make it clear as to 

which parts of the specification are the RFC and which are changes made by CCSDS.  The 

working group will proceed with this approach. 



7 Review of LTP specification 
The working group discussed the Licklider Transmission Protocol as specified in RFC5326.  

Some issues were identified with LTP that would affect operation in the space environment.  The 

following figure summarizes the issues identified.  These will be addressed and a Draft Red 

Book formatted as discussed above will be presented to the WG for discussion. 
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The CCSDS LTP Red Book

• CCSDS Boilerplate

• Overview

• Service Specification (extracted from the RFC)

• RFC5326 (Licklider Transmission Protocol)
• Any comments on the specification?

• http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc5326.txt

• Some LTP parameters are SDNVs (e.g. LTP session #s, checkpoint #s, 
report serial #s) and may be randomly selected integers – could be 
really really big (might want to restrict  to --- a few bytes)

• Note: PICS and MIB sections will cover the normatively referenced RFC

• Security Extensions (RFC5327)? [authentication, cookies] – can omit if 
running BP over LTP? (use BAB instead)

• Informative reference to SDNV RFC (pending)

• Mapping LTP onto lower-layers (Link Service Adaptors for LTP – e.g. 
for Encap)
• Issues w/ maximum LTP segment size to deal with underlying layer .e.g. TC (TC is 

10 bits of length with no segmentation unless you use the MAP)

• Options for multiple checkpoints when transmitting (prohibit?)

• Asynchronously generated report segments (allow or deny these?)

May 2010  
Figure 3: Issues identified with LTP for CCSDS. 

8 Review of BP specification 
The working group also reviewed the Bundle Protocol specification, including additional 

capabilities that could/should be included in the first edition of the CCSDS Blue Book such as: 

 Bundle Security Protocol (http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-bundle-security-15)  

 Extended class of service (http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-ecos-00)  

 Compressed bundle header encoding (CBHE, http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-

cbhe-04)  

All of these capabilities are currently specified as Internet Drafts and as such are ephemeral 

documents that are not suitable as the basis of CCSDS specifications (as compared to RFC5050 

and RFC5326, both of which are RFCs which will not change in the future).  The working 

group’s plan is to proceed with the specification of the additional features, providing the Internet 

Drafts as initial inputs with the intent to migrate to the forthcoming RFC versions of the drafts 

when they are available.  This discussion motivated the need for the document map mentioned 

above. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-bundle-security-15
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-ecos-00
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-cbhe-04
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-dtnrg-cbhe-04


9 Discussions of Follow-On Work 
There was a discussion of the additional services / capabilities required to build a working 

system.  In particular, network management, naming conventions, routing treatments, and BP 

‘convergence layer adaptors’ need to be specified to provide an interoperable end-to-end service 

across multiple agencies.  Those documents and protocols that have been identified as necessary 

are shown in the document map above. 

 

The proposed follow-on work items and rough estimates for the times required to generate them 

are: 

• Network Management 

– Green, Blue 

– 8 CCSDS meeting cycles 

• CLA(s) [blue] 

– LTP CLA (I-D http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-burleigh-dtnrg-ltpcl-01); BP/Encap 

(CCSDS) 

– 2-3 CCSDS meeting cycles, low level 

• Contact Graph Routing / other Routing 

– Contact Graph Routing algorithm itself 

– Format of a contact plan (when distributed) – Possible interaction / need to 

coordinate with CCSDS groups that deal with spacecraft communication plans. 

– Routing domains (how to use CGR together with other routing treatments in 

different parts of the network) 

– 6 CCSDS meeting cycles 

• Naming (CBHE, initial work on naming [node number allocation] by Loren Clare) 

– 3 CCSDS meeting cycles 

• CFDP-over-BP 

– Magenta or Blue 

– Also requires Pink Sheets to CFDP as noted in 10.1 below: add metadata flag 

indicating Finished PDU must be sent back to sending entity upon receipt of the 

EOF (No error) PDU in Unacknowledged Mode at the receiving entity. 

10 Scenario Discussions 
Finally, the working group discussed operational / functional scenarios to which the DTN 

technology could be applied.  The following summarizes the inputs of ESA and NASA.  We note 

that a NASA operational scenario for deep-space is currently missing. 

10.1 Operational Scenarios: ESA 
• Single orbiter (e.g. Mars) 

• CSTS from MOC to orbiter 

• 2 classes of traffic through orbiter MOC 

– Things that are ‘trusted’ – bundles to these destinations can be simply routed 

(separate nodes on board the spacecraft ) 

– Things that are ‘not trusted’ – bundles have to be inspected at MOC 

• Data addressed to application in orbiter MOC 

• Additional services on the spacecraft node 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-burleigh-dtnrg-ltpcl-01


• Multiple landers 

• Management of data in transit 

– Use metadata field 

– How to flush all the buffers, e.g. 

• All the stuff that has to happen in non-nominal conditions 

– Low-level commanding / telemetry example 

– Out of storage 

– Kill off a command file that was sent earlier 

– Contact schedule isn’t what you thought it was (unexpected link failure) 

– Highly errored link (what happens if errored ltp segments, too many errored ltp 

segments) 

– As above but comes back after a bit to model e.g. ground station failover 

– Node failure (automatic rerouting – ability to specify backup paths) 

• Mod to CFDP to send acknowledgement on full receipt of unacknowledged CFDP 

10.2 Operational Scenarios: GSFC 
• Ground Station Handovers 

• TDRSS handovers 

• Science MOC operation of science payload 

– Issue is straight DTN routing through orbiter MOC and past spacecraft C&DH 

• Priority (DTN priority and ECOS) 

• Downlink-only passes (TDRS demand access (MA) mode) 

• Fast-forward (a way to do MA-forward service) 

• High-rate downlink (~150Mbps) 

• Rate mismatch at ground station 

• CFDP/BP/Encap/AOS (without LTP) 

10.3 Operational Scenarios: JAXA 
JAXA did not have concrete requirements at this time, though they are interested in the issues of: 

• Deep-space missions 

• LEO/GEO – C&DH and communications missions 

• DRTS – transponded system, does not support DTN on-board 

11 Forward Plan 
 Confirm that the Green Book edits address all outstanding CESG concerns and re-submit 

the book for publication (Keith Scott) 

 Format a version of the draft Red Book for LTP including the issues discussed above and 

present to the WG for review by the end of May (Keith Scott) 

 Format a version of the draft Red Book for Bundle Protocol and supporting protocols and 

present to the WG for review by the end of June (Lee Pitts) 

 Formulate a charter modification request to include the additional work items described 

above (Keith Scott) 

 Identify scenarios / cases where examples and testing can identify issues with DTN 

deployment.  Document the issues, propose test cases / scenarios to illustrate them, and 

work solutions (All)



SIS-DTN WG Attendance 
 

Agency Name / Email 
Wed 
PM 

Thurs 
AM 

Thurs 
PM  

ESA NASA JAXA CSA DLR RFSA 

NASA / HQ adrian.j.hooke@jpl.nasa.gov  1 1 1 
  

1 
    ESA / Keltik  dstanton@keltik.co.uk  1 1 1 
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     NASA / JSC Dan Benbenek  1 1 
   

1 
    JHU-APL david.edell@jhuapl.edu  1 
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    JHU-APL Edward.Birrane@jhuapl.edu  1 1 1 
  

1 
    NASA / GSFC jane.marquart@nasa.gov  1 1 1 

  
1 

    NASA / MITRE kscott@mitre.org  1 1 1 
  

1 
    NASA / MSFC kelvin.nichols@nasa.gov  1 1 1 

  
1 

    JAXA suzuki.kiyohisa@jaxa.jp  1 1 1 
   

1 
   Viagenie  marc.blanchet@viagenie.ca  1 

         NASA / MITRE durst@mitre.org  1 1 1 
  

1 
    NASA / JPL Scott.C.Burleigh@jpl.nasa.gov  1 1 1 

  
1 

    JETSI/GSFC/SN  Alan Jeffries  1 
    

1 
    DLR Tomaso.decola@dlr.de  1 1 

      
1 

 NASA / GSFC  Faith Davis  1 1 1 
  

1 
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1 

    Univ. of Colorado  Andrew Jenkins  1 1 1 
  

1 
    NASA/HQ  Kevin Gifford  1 

    
1 
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1 1 
       RFSA Ivan Antonov 
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RFSA Vladimir Shuchev 
 

1 1 
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NASA / MSFC Tom Wickline 
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1 
    NASA / MSFC Greg Menke 
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1 

    NASA / GSFC Cathy Barclay 
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    NASA / MSFC Lee Pitts 
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Nestor Peccia dropped by for a very short while during Ed Birrane’s network management discussion. 
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